Cellular automata and L-Systems are well-known formal models to describe the behaviour of biological processes. They are discrete dynamical systems, each of which can have complex and varied behaviour. Here, we study a class of substitutive systems incorporating properties of both cellular automata and L-systems, that exhibits self-reproducing behaviour. A one-dimensional array of cells is considered, each cell has a set of modes or states which are determined by a number from Z/nZ * (n prime). The behaviour of a cell depends on the states of its neighbours and obeys to an additive rule. It has also a cell-division mode, which allows the line of cells to grow. The behaviour of such a model can be complex, but, using algebraic techniques, we prove that it can describe a reproducing system.
Introduction
Biological processes [3, 9] are often modelled by a continuous formalism in which the behaviour of the system is described by differential equations. The smooth variation of each variable is described as a function of others [4, 12, 17] . Another type of modelling uses a discrete formalism called multiagent formalism. Cellular Automata (CA) and L-Systems are parts of multi-agent systems which are homogeneous (all cells are identical). CA are defined by a lattice of sites, an alphabet of symbols and an evolution rule. Each cell evolves in discrete time steps according to some deterministic rules that depend only on local neighbours. In the configuration space, CA trajectories are likely to merge with time, and after many time steps, trajectories starting from almost all initial states become concentrated onto attractors. In these cases, completely disordered starting states evolve to more structured states by a process of self-organisation. In other cases, complex behaviour can appear. In his well-known papers [14, 15] , Stephen Wolfram proposed a classification of cellular automaton rules into four classes.
1. Class I: Evolution leads to a homogeneous state. 2. Class II: Evolution leads to a set of separated simple stable or periodic structures. 3. Class III: Evolution leads to a chaotic pattern. 4. Class IV: Evolution leads to complex localised structures, sometimes long-lived.
This classification is based on observations of typical behaviours. K. Sutner [10] , but also F. Bagnoli and al. [2] and J.M. Baetens and al. [1] give a formalisation of those classes. For instance, the elementary rule 30 of Wolfram exhibits many different behaviours of class I,II,III and IV. On the other hand, an additive CA with fixed and periodic boundary conditions over a finite field Z n are more often of class I and II. This problem of determining dynamical possibilities for additive CA has been studied by Wolfram [13] , who has obtained some powerful theoretical results thanks to algebraic tools.
Wolfram has also studied substitution systems [16] , discrete dynamical systems such that, at every step, each site is replaced by a fixed block of new sites. Substitution systems are are clearly designed so that the number of sites can change. The theory of such systems was first developed by Aristid Lindenmayer and Przemyslaw Prusinkiewicz for modelling plant growth [6, 7] , using a framework called L-systems. An L-system is defined as a t-tuple G = (V, ω, P ) where V is an alphabet, ω is the initial state of the system and P is a set of production rules. One of the simplest and best-known examples is the modelling of the anabaena algae. The alphabet is reduced to two states V = {A, B} and only two rules are required:
At each step, each letter A is transformed to the two letter sequence AB and each letter B is transformed to A. If the initial state is A, for example, we obtain the sequence ABAABABAABAABABA AABABA after 6 steps. The family of possible transformation rules is huge and the study of the behaviours of L-systems is done on a case-by-case basis.
The aim of this paper is to combine properties of L-systems and additive CA in order to create a simple model which describes a self-reproducing "organism". The algebraic properties of this new model allow one to describe theoretically its behaviour, particularly its reproducing behaviour.
The model is described in Section 2. In Section 3 we present our analysis of its behaviour.
Model description
We consider a one dimensional structure in which the evolution of a particular site depends on its own value and those of its nearest neighbours. Sites are arranged around a circle (so as to give periodic boundary conditions). This structure is named a sequence. The number of sites of a sequence depends on time and is denoted by N (t). The values of the sites of a sequence denoted a also depend on time and are denoted by a (t) 0 , . . . , a .., n − 1} (n prime). The value of a site of the neighbour-dependent substitution system we consider is computed by an operator Φ (α,β) , which depends on two parameters (α, β) ∈ Z 2 n and is defined by a simple additive rule of the form (taking the site index i modulo N (t)): a
i+1 [mod n] = 0, -and an expansive rule such that a (t+1) i is divided into two sites of value 1 if αa
i+1 [mod n] = 0 (i.e., 0 → 11).
We call such a system a Della Dora system, because it was first proposed to us by Jean Della Dora. The family of Della Dora systems is parameterised by α, β and n.
Subsequences are open in the sense that, by themselves, they carry no information about what is to either side. Thus we allow the possibility that a subsequence may be a full sequence, with periodic repetitions on either side, though it may, of course, be surrounded by something else.
Because of the expansive rule, the index of a site can change over time. But at a given step, a sequence may be represented by a characteristic polynomial
i x i , and the additive rule can be represented by multiplication of the characteristic polynomial by a fixed Di-polynomial in
. This approach has been developed by Wolfram [13] for a pure additive CA. The new expansive rule modifies (but does not destroy) the algebraic properties of reference [13] . For instance, let us consider the commutative ring Z 3 . The sequences built on Z * 3 are composed of sites of value 1 or 2. Six different dynamics can be defined by the six Di-polynomials
We present 3 examples which correspond to 3 different behaviours.
The sites evolve such that, at each time step, the value of a site a (t+1) i takes the value a (t)
this value is not equal to 0;
else, splits into two sites, both of which take the value 1. This is a specific L-system and can be defined using this following transformation rules, where the site in brackets is modified according to the rule defined by the arrow. The evolution of this system can be represented graphically at successive time steps by successive lines. Sites with value one are represented by a light colour; sites with value two are dark. Figure 1 shows the system's behaviour when the initial configuration is (1112). For every initial configuration, N (t) is bounded and the system converges to a fixed point or a cycle.
This example thus belongs to Wolfram's class II and describes a synchronisation phenomenon. This synchronisation is a strong case of a self-organizing process where a global coordination arises out of an initially disordered system.
The behaviour of the second example is more complex.
Example 2. Consider the system with Di-polynomial T (x) = 2x + 1 + 2x −1 on Z * 3 and the 0 → 11 rule. This is defined in detail by the following L-system : Figure 2 shows the system's behaviour when the initial configuration is (1112111). The behaviour is complicated and there is no obvious nested structure, so it belongs to Wolfram's class III.
Between the above examples, there exists a class of dynamics where the behaviour is both rich and predictable. The transformation rule is described in the following table:
The behaviour is complicated but nested structure can be identified. Moreover nested structures give birth to new nested structures. This belongs to Wolfram's class IV .
More generally, the discrete phase portrait of such systems is difficult to analyse because the dimension of the phase space evolves over time. Nevertheless, algebraic tools bring powerful results. In Example 3 above, the open subsequences 11...11 = 1 k with k ≥ 4 always produce a subsequence of 1s of at least the same length after each time step (when k is exactly 4, the subsequence of 1s remains the same length: the open subsequence 21 4 2 produces another sequence containing 21 4 2). This property is at the root of a very interesting type of behaviour: self-replication. We have, in fact, that
is transformed into two sites of value 1 if and only if 1 is a root of its Di-polynomial.
We call systems with this property, 2α + β = 0 [mod n], Della Dora systems of type 1.
Every configuration in a Della Dora system of type 1 has a unique successor at every time step. However, a configuration may have several distinct predecessors. αx 2 + βx + α is not prime and Φ (α,β) is not injective so these dynamics are irreversible.
The following section describes the properties of Della Dora systems of type 1. We will see how the behaviours of these systems can be described by a finite number of subsequences. This corresponds to a self-organizing phenomenon. We will also see that over time, specific subsequences give birth to a copy of themselves. This corresponds to a self-reproducing phenomenon.
3 Analysis of Della Dora systems of type 1
First definitions
Cycles in phase space can be determined by a polynomial approach. A P -periodic cycle of an additive CA is a list of P sequences, each of length N , (a (t) , a (t+1) , ..., a (t+P −1) ) , such that their corresponding characteristic polynomials, A (t+i) , (i ∈ {0, 1, ...P − 1}) obey
and
The cycles of the dynamical system Φ (α,β) are the cycles of the additive dynamics defined by the Di-polynomial T (α,β) , such that every sequence occurring in the cycle has no null sites (a 0 site would lead to a splitting 0 → 11 and thus could not be part of a cycle). For Example 3, it is possible to give a formal proof showing that there are only two types of cycles, one of periodicity P = 1 and another of periodicity P = 2. The cycles of periodicity 2 can be denoted by ((2211) k , (1122) k ) where k is an integer and (2211) k and (1122) k are the successive states of the cycle (i.e., Φ (2,2) ((2211) k ) = (1122) k and Φ (2,2) ((1122) k ) = (2211) k ).
Here, (2211) k denotes a sequence of length 4k such that (2211) k = 22112211...2211. With the same notation, the cycles of periodicity 1 can be denoted by ((21) k ). All these cycles are reached only by themselves. In general, it is possible also to have transient approaches to cycles. An example in the system with α = 2, β = 1 and n = 5 (a Della Dora system of type 1) is the sequence (141) for which Φ (2,1) (141) = (131) which is then part of the cycle ((131), (424)).
Over time, an open subsequence 11...11 = 1 k (k ≥ 4) produces a subsequence of 1s with length that grows (exponentially) without bound when k > 4, and with length that may remain fixed or may grow when k = 4, with no further variation in behaviour. If we consider these as sites in a 'base state,' then information resides in regions in which some 'not-1' sites occur. The characteristic sequences of a sequence a are maximal open subsequences of sites of Z n which do not contain 1 k with k ≥ 4 and neither begin nor end with a 1. In effect, the occurrence of expanding subsequences of 1s separate the characteristic sequences, and the subsequence 1111 can be considered a separator: if b and c are two characteristic sequences of a sequence a, changing the values of any sites of b will never affect values of sites of c. Characteristic sequences b and c evolve independently. They can have periodic behaviour, they can vanish, and they can also grow. If 1111 appears at some time step from the interior of a characteristic sequence, it creates new independent subsequences. This is, in that case, a reproduction process.
A sequence containing the subsequence 1111 we call a broken sequence; otherwise it is unbroken. Broken sequences consist of one or more characteristic sequences separated by separators of the form 1 k with k ≥ 4. Unbroken sequences cannot be considered characteristic sequences, since they do not have 1111 to either side. where, as before, we apply the expansive rule 0 → 11 where applicable. The new computation of the extremal sites is a consequence of the fact that s is bordered by sites of value 1. The independent evolution of characteristic sequences can now be expressed by Φ(b1 * c1 * ) = Φ o (b)1 * Φ o (c)1 * where (b1 * c1 * ) is a closed sequence constituted by two characteristic sequences, and * is a non specified integer greater than or equal to 4. It is convenient to introduce a more compressed notation:
Dynamics of characteristic sequences
. This notation can easily be extended to more than two characteristic sequences.
For Example 3, using this new notation, Φ 2 o (2) = Φ o (222) = 2; 2. So, when the characteristic sequence (2) appears, after two steps it splits into two characteristic sequences (2) . The periodicity of reproduction of the characteristic sequence (2) is therefore 2. The same characteristic sequences can appear several times in a sequence. Let S a denotes the set of distinct characteristic sequences that are contained in the sequence a.
For Example 3, it is easy to show that 1 k (k ∈ N and k ≥ 4) are the unique separators. We can consider 1111 a weak separator, i.e., a separator that persists but whose length does not increase. Two characteristic sequences that are separated by a weak separator correspond to independent entities which stay linked geographically. For example, Φ (2,2) (21 4 2) = (121 4 21) and the sequence of 1's does not grow longer. On the other hand, if the separator is not weak, the characteristic sequences move apart.
Behaviour analysis
For all Della Dora systems of type 1 we have studied, with various choices of α, β and n, we have proven that the behaviour of any sequence that does not belong to a cycle, and is not on a transient leading to a cycle, can be described by a finite number of characteristic sequences.
More precisely, let a be the initial state. Even if the sequence continually grows, there exists a finite set of characteristic sequences S depending on a, such that for all integers l, S Φ l (a) ⊂ S. In order to prove this strong property, new terms have to be defined.
Broken sequences grow without bound: lim t→∞ N (t) = ∞. This is true even if there is only one separator and it is weak, because, even though the length of the separating sequence may remain fixed, it feeds new sites into the characteristic sequence at either side. Unbroken sequences may break and then grow without bound, or may not, such as is the case when they fall into a cycle, possibly after a transient. Of course, if a sequence grows without bound, it cannot be part of a cycle or a transient leading to a cycle, and if a sequence does not grow without bound, it must reach a cycle because the accessible state space is then finite. This still leaves open the possibility, a priori, of an unbroken sequence that never breaks but grows without bound. In order to deal with both unbroken sequences and characteristic sequences, and in particular to investigate whether or not they eventually split, we consider the internal dynamics of an arbitrary subsequence.
Let where the expansive rule 0 → 11 is once again applied. Note that Φ r (s) does not transform the end sites of the open sequence s, because that would require information on sites outside of s. We say that a subsequence s intrinsically separates if there exists a number of steps k such that Φ k r (s) contains a separator. When a subsequence separates intrinsically, the value of the first site is never influenced by the value of the site which is just after the subsequence.
Unbroken sequences that eventually cycle clearly do not separate (break). Characteristic sequences can also cycle in the sense that, using our condensed notation, Φ P o (s) = s and these also clearly do not separate. An example, in the system with α = 2, β = 1 and n = 5, is s = 3 for which
Characteristic sequences can also be on transients leading to cycles, such as s = 4 in the above example, for which Φ o (4) = 3. If the characteristic sequence s cycles, there exists an integer i s ( 0 ≤ i s ≤ 3) such that (s1 is ) k also cycles, but γ(s1 is ) k (γ ∈ Z n ) does not necessary cycle any more. For instance (424) 10 cycles but 4(424) 10 does not cycle and does not separate intrinsically. The cyclic part of Φ t o (4(424) 10 ) decreases when t increases and Φ 10 o (4(424) 10 ) = 31124333114; 3; (424) 8 . In other examples, the cyclic part can also totally disappear. We call a disturbed cycle a characteristic sequence of the form * (s1 is ) k * where s is a cycle and * represents any subsequence of Z n that does not contain a separator, and is small enough such that * (s1 is ) k * does not separate intrinsically. * can also be the empty set, for instance, s = 11211211324434434423 is such that Φ 5 (2,1) (s) = s but Φ 5 o (s) = 3; 212111221112113244344343112 and s is already a disturbed cycle. Our objective, then, is to show that every subsequence above a certain size either separates intrinsically or is a transient to a disturbed cycle, or eventually cycles, whether considered as an unbroken sequence or as a characteristic sequence. In the case of intrinsically separable subsequences, even if, over the k steps required to guarantee separation, some of the resulting characteristic sequences became longer, there is still a finite size to which they can grow in k steps. In the case of disturbed cycles, we have observed that there exists a finite small integer λ such that for all integers l > λ, the number of attached cycles s of Φ l o ( * (s1 is ) k * ) decreases or remains the same and there exists an integer l such that Φl o ( * (s1 is ) k * ) is composed of intrinsically separable subsequences and cycles. Thus, over time, a disturbed cycle disappears and generates a set of characteristic sequences. The size of those characteristic sequences is bounded and the set is finite.
This will provide a proof that the number of characteristic sequences generated by any initial sequence is bounded. Consequently, for any given initial broken sequence, the entire future behaviour can be described by a finite number of characteristic sequences.
We have developed an R program whose arguments are n of the finite set Z * n , α and β of the dynamics and a length N for subsequences. The program computes the list of all the subsequences of length N that do not separate intrinsically using the separator 1111.
For Example 3, running our R program shows that every subsequence of length at least 18 either intrinsically separates or is a disturbed cycle or eventually cycles.
Thus, the behaviour of every broken sequence can be defined by a finite set of characteristic sequences.
More generally, we conjecture that for any Della Dora system of type 1, there exists a length N such that every characteristic sequence or unbroken sequence of length N intrinsically separates or is a transient to a disturbed cycle or a cycle or eventually cycles. This will imply that the entire future behaviour of every sequence can be described by a finite number of unbroken sequences and a finite number of characteristic sequences and the separators. Finally the evolution of any sequence would be representable by a finite Petri net.
Conclusion
Cellular automata are capable of very complex behaviour. They model a large range of biological phenomena. For instance, Wolfram has used them to describe natural systems from snowflakes to mollusc shells. The class of Della-Dora systems are less simple in construction than cellular automata and can also have very complex behaviour. The idea is to add the possibility of modelling the important biological process of mitosis. In this extended abstract, we have focussed on the study of a subclass of such systems, which we call Della-Dora systems of type 1. These are irreversible systems that give birth to very interesting self-organizing and self-reproducing behaviours. In future work, the behaviour of Della-Dora system of type 1 will be explored as a simulation of the type of behaviour seen in algae or filaments in a Petri dish. A formalisation for the classification of Della-Dora systems of type 1 will also be explored. For Cellular Automata, quantitative measures have been proposed to identify the Wolfram classes. In our case, the number of sites evolves and these measures must be adapted.
